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ABSTRACT 
 

The objective of the study is seismic qualification of already installed bubbler in operating WWER-1000 MW type 

NPP. The criteria of ASME code are applied. A series of finite element models are developed to simulate the operating 

parameters and as-built conditions of the equipment. The plant specific floor response spectra are used in the analysis. The 

seismic adequacy of the bubbler is clarified on the basis of the results from the study. It is estimated that these conclusions 

are also valid for similar equipment at another unit of the same NPP. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The seismic adequacy of already installed bubbler is studied. The bubbler, discussed here, is equipment from the 

safety systems in operating WWER-1000 MW type NPP. Review Level Earthquake (RLE) is Safe Shutdown Earthquake 

(SSE) anchored to peak ground acceleration (PGA) 0.2g. 

The bubbler is classified as safety class 3-H, seismic category 1, quality class C. 

The equipment is located at elevation +25.70 in the Containment. 

The bubbler is a horizontal cylindrical vessel with elliptic bottoms and two saddle supports. The supports are fixed 

to steel plates, which have welded anchors embedded in the concrete floor. 

Seismic qualification based on analysis is applied for this task. This approach is selected as the most convinient for 

studying the seismic behaviour of the bubbler. 

Performing qualification by test is hampered because  

- there is no spare equipment, which could be tested; 

- the bubbler is in operation and its testing on site is restricted; 

- for testing of the equipment on shaking table it has to be dismounted, cleaned, transported to the testing facility; 

- after testing the same equipment cannot be used. 

Qualification of the equipment by engineering judgement based on seismic experience is practically impossible, 

since there is no public data for performance during past events of the equipment class from the same producer and in 

analogical type of facility. 

This study is focused on analysis of the bubbler seismic behavior according to the criteria of ASME. As-built 

conditions, and material properties are considered.  

The objective is to clarify the necessity of enhacing the seismic stability of the equipment.  

 

2. INPUT DATA 
 

Design documentation for the bubbler is identified and studied.  

Walkdown is performed and as-bult condition is verified. No deviations from the design are found. Interfaces with 

equipment or piping, other than the ones, foreseen in the design, are not identified. 

The bubbler main elements dimensions are: 

- cylindrical part diameter  2422 mm 

- wall thickness    16 mm 

- man-hole diameter  716 mm 

- steam collector pipes  219 x18 mm 

- heat exchanging pipes  32 x 3 mm 

- incoming and outgoing pipe 60 x 6 mm 

- collectors of the heat exchanging pipes 159 x 12 mm 

The mass of the water is 20t. The mass of the bubbler is 13.2 t. 
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The bubbler body and man-hole, the steam collector pipes, the cooling pipes and their nozzles are made of chrome- 

nickel steel 08Х18Н10Т. The tank is supported by carbon steel plate saddles. One of the base plates under the saddles 

permits thermal growth in longitudinal direction of the bubbler; the saddle at the other end of the tank is fixed. 

Operational media are water and vapour. The bubbler body design pressure is 7 kg/cm
2
, the nominal temperature at 

stand-by is 20°С - 60°С, and the design temperature is 150°C. The heat exchanging pipes design pressure is 6 kg/cm
2
, the 

nominal temperature at stand-by is 10°С - 60°С, the design temperature is 150°C. The steam collector pipes design pressure 

is 115 kg/cm
2
, the nominal temperature at stand-by is 20°С - 100°С, the design temperature is 320°С. 

The imposed nozzle loads due to response of attached piping are defined by developing auxiliary models for the 

piping of the steam-supplying collector of the impulse valves (159x6) and for the piping of the steam-supplying collector of 

the protective valves (273x17). The loading for the auxiliary models is design temperature of 320°С and three-component 

seismic input - Floor-Response Spectra (FRS) for Review Level Earthquake at the nearest location at elevation 36.90. 

The following load combinations are considered: 

DPT1 = D + Т1 + Р07 + NUE159 + NUE273 

DPT2 = D + Т2 + Р07 + NUE159 + NUE273 

DPTE2 = D + Т2 + Р07 + NUE159 + NUE273+ ± RLE159 ± RLE273 ± E 

where: 

D –   dead load; 

Т1 –   load due to design temperature; 

Т2 –   load due to stand-by temperature; 

P07 -   load due to design pressure including hydrostatic pressure of water; 

NUE159 -  normal operating loads for 159х6 piping (dead load and temperature); 

NUE273 -  normal operating loads for 273х17 piping (dead load and temperature); 

E -  three-component seismic loading of the bubbler, FRS for RLE (PGA 0.2g) at the bubbler nearest location at 

elevation 25.70; 

RLE159 – load from 159х6 piping at RLE; 

RLE273 - load from 273х17 piping at RLE. 

 

3. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL 
 

The bubbler is calculated by a series of 3-D finite element models. Seismic calculations are performed with spectral 

analysis. Computer code used for this task is SAP2000 [5] software package for finite element analysis. 

General view of the bubbler model is shown in Figure 1. The bubbler body and man-hole are modelled with shell 

elements. The interaction water - equipment body during earthquake is complex. In the study this interaction is considered by 

approximatate definition of the effective mass. The essential simplifying assumption is that, due to the number of pipes and 

internal partitions between them, there are no conditions for sloshing. Consequenty during earthquake the water is moving 

like a rigid body together with the equipment body. So, it is assumed that during transverse vibration (in directions Y and Z) 

the water mass is uniformly distributed among the “submerged” nodes of the cylindrical part of the bubbler body. By 

analogy, it is assumed that during vibration in equipment longitudinal direction (direction X) the water mass is uniformly 

distributed among the “submerged” nodes of the bubbler body elliptic bottoms. 

 In Figure 2 can be seen the bubbler model fragment of the steam collector pipes and the T-joint, supports are not 

shown. The steam collector pipes and the T-joint are modelled with shell elements. The mass and weight of the 50x50x4 

pipes, welded to the perforated part of the collector, are considered by equivalent material characteristics of the collector. The 

T-joint is rigidly connected to the ellptic bottom. The collector pipes are supported to the cylindrical body of the bubbler by 

frame elements, which allow longitudinal displacement. The interaction water - steam collector pipes during earthquake is 

defined by approximation following the methodology described in [6]. The effective mass of water is calculated as a function 

of the displaced by the pipes water mass and the ratio of piping diameter and the volume of the cylinder. 

The heat exchanging pipes are modelled with pipe section frame elements. Every two “real” pipes are represented by 

one “conventional” pipe with corresponding cross section and stiffness. The stiffness of the bubbler body exceeds 

considerably the stiffness of the heat exchanging pipes bundle. For this reason are performed solutions for two variants. In 

Variant I the pipes participate in the response of the bubbler general model primarily with their mass, their stiffness is 

insignificant; so it is assumed that they are rigidly connected to the pipe partitions. In Figure 3 is shown the model of the heat 

exchanging pipes, corresponding to Variant II, in which they are considered as independent sub-system. The seismic input for 

Variant II is the same as for the bubbler general model. Variant I is used for analysis of the bubbler body, steam collector, 

supports of the equipment; Variant II is applied for analysis of the heat exchanging pipes. 

 The two saddle supports are modelled by shell elements. The boundary conditions correspond to the as-built status.  
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Two auxiliary models are developed for defining the imposed nozzle loads from attached piping as discussed above. 

These models are created with pipe section frame elements. The boundary conditions correspond to input data and walkdown 

findings. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. General view of the bubbler model 
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Figure 2. Bubbler model fragment - steam collector pipes and the T-joint 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Model (Variant II) of the heat exchanging pipes 

 

4. CRITERIA 
 

This bubbler is studied following the criteria of ASME [1], [3] for equipment class 3. The capacity of the supports is 

estimated per ASME [2] and current Bulgarian code for design of reinforced concrete structures. 

As-built conditions and material properties [4] are considered. 

The bubbler is seismic category 1. The analysis is performed for level C for leak tightness and level D for 

mechanical resistance. In this case the criteria for level D for mechanical resistance are more relaxed and are considered 

covered in case that the checks for level C are sattisfied. 

 

4.1. Criteria for the Equipment Body 
The allowable stress [4] for the bubbler body steel is: 

S = min{ Su/4; Sy/1,5; SuT/4; SyT/1,5; 0,9.SyT }; S = 118,25 MPa at 60°C; S = 106,5 MPa at 150°C 
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The requirements of [1] Table ND-3321-1 for level C are given in Eq.(1) and Eq.(2) for maximum normal stresses: 

σm ≤ 1,5.S      (1) 

(σm or σl ) + σb ≤ 1,8.S     (2) 

where: 

σm - general membrane stress, excludes the effect of discontinuities and concentrations 

σl - local membrane stress, includes the effect of discontinuities and concentrations 

σb - bending stress, excludes the effect of discontinuities and concentrations 

 

4.2. Criteria for the Heat Exchanging Pipes 
The allowable stress [4] for the heat exchanging pipes steel is: 

Sm = min{ Su/3; Sy/1,5; SuT/3; 0,9.SyT }; S = 144,0 MPa at 60°C; S = 144,0 MPa at 150°C 

The requirements of [1] ND-3654-2 for level C are given in Eq.(3): 

B1.(P.Do)/(2.t) + B2.Do.M/(2.I) ≤  0,7.4,5.Sm = 3,15.Sm (3) 

where: 

B1=0.5, B2=1.0  – coefficients per Table NB-3681(a)-1 

P – design pressure 

Do – pipe outside diameter  

t – pipe nominal wall thickness  

I – pipe moment of inertia 

M – resultant moment due to all design loads 

 

4.3. Criteria for the Steam Collector Pipes 
The allowable stress [4] for the steam collector pipes steel is: 

Sm = min{ Su/3; Sy/1,5; SuT/3; 0,9.SyT }; S = 144,0 MPa at 100°C; S = 137,3 MPa at 320°C 

The requirements of [1] ND-3654-2 for level C given in Eq.(3) have to be met. 

 

4.4. Criteria for the Saddle Supports 
The allowable stress [4] for the saddle supports steel is: 

S = min{ Su/4; Sy/1,5; SuT/4; SyT/1,5}; S = 90,2 MPa at 60°C (supports upper part, in the vicinity of the bubbler body) 

The checks of the supports web are performed according to the requirements of [2] NF-3552. Eq.(4) and Eq.(5) 

should be sattisfied: 

σm ≤ 1,0.km.S = 1,0.1,5.90,2 = 135,3 MPa   (4) 

(σm or σl) + σb ≤ 1,5.km.S =1,5.1,5.90,2 = 202,95 MPa (5) 

where km = 1,5 is coefficient per [2] Table NF-3552(b)-1. 

 The supports stiffening ribs are checked following [2] NF-3320. The allowable stresses are increased by factors 

shown in [2] Table NF-3523(b)-1. 

 The checks of the welds between the saddle support plate and the support plate embedded in concrete are checked 

according to [2] NF-3324.5. 

 

4.5. Criteria for the Anchors 
 The checks for anchor steel failure for combined shear and tension are performed according to [2] NF-3324.6 

requirement. 

 The requirements of current Bulgarian code for design of reinforced concrete structures are followed for: 

-checks for concrete shear failure when there is tension; 

-checks for concrete failure due to tension only. 

 

5. RESULTS 

 The bubbler general model is studied, considering the first 12 eigen modes. In Table 1 are presented the eigen 

periods and modes participation in forming the RLE induced inertial forces. The results show that the bubbler structure has 

considerable stiffness and its eigen frequencies are in the response spectrum zone with low values of accelerations. The 

maximum relative displacements (with respect to the floor) due to earthquake loading are 0,17 mm in longitudinal direction, 

0,67 mm in transverse direction, 0,14 mm vertically. 

In Table 2 are given the results from the analysis of the sub-system of the heat exchanging pipes bundle. The 

comparison of these results to the ones in Table 1 shows that the eigen periods of the piping bundle exceed considerably the 
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eigen periods of the bubbler body. This fact, together with the low relative displacements of the equipment body, justify the 

assumption that the seismic input for the heat exchanging pipes model (Variant II) is the same as for the bubbler. 

 

 

Table 1 Bubbler general model eigen periods and mass participation 
 

 M O D A L   P A R T I C I P A T I N G   M A S S   R A T I O S 

INDIVIDUAL MODE (%) CUMULATIVE SUM (%) MODE PERIOD 

UX UY UZ UX UY UZ 

1 0,0719 0,00 46,02 0,00 0,00 46,02 0,00 

2 0,0477 63,83 0,00 0,01 63,83 46,02 0,01 

3 0,0409 26,07 0,00 0,13 89,90 46,02 0,14 

4 0,0353 1,96 0,00 7,88 91,86 46,02 8,02 

5 0,0341 0,00 4,58 0,00 91,86 50,61 8,02 

6 0,0307 1,79 0,00 1,79 93,65 50,61 9,81 

7 0,0239 1,29 0,00 18,59 94,94 50,61 28,40 

8 0,0237 0,00 6,00 0,00 94,94 56,60 28,41 

9 0,0204 1,28 0,00 31,73 96,22 56,60 60,14 

10 0,0178 1,81 0,00 18,97 98,03 56,60 79,11 

11 0,0123 0,00 38,72 0,00 98,03 95,33 79,11 

12 0,0114 0,16 0,00 14,98 98,19 95,33 94,09 

 

 

Table 2 Eigen periods and mass participation for the heat exchanging pipes bundle model 

 

 M O D A L   P A R T I C I P A T I N G   M A S S   R A T I O S 

INDIVIDUAL MODE (%) CUMULATIVE SUM (%) 
MODE PERIOD 

UX UY UZ UX UY UZ 

1 0.2733 0.00 44.43 0.00 0.00 44.43 0.00 

2 0.2193 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.35 44.43 0.00 

3 0.1840 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.35 44.43 0.00 

4 0.1781 0.00 3.48 0.00 0.35 47.91 0.00 

5 0.1667 33.07 0.00 0.00 33.42 47.91 0.00 

6 0.1396 0.00 0.00 0.00 33.42 47.92 0.00 

7 0.1279 34.21 0.00 0.00 67.63 47.92 0.00 

8 0.0696 0.00 0.26 0.00 67.63 48.17 0.00 

9 0.0495 20.15 0.00 0.00 87.79 48.17 0.00 

10 0.0356 0.00 0.00 5.85 87.79 48.17 5.85 

11 0.0213 0.00 23.63 0.00 87.79 71.80 5.85 

12 0.0182 0.00 0.00 55.71 87.79 71.81 61.56 
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As a result of the analysis of the bubbler general model are obtained the maximum main stresses in the bubbler 

cylindrical part and the maximum main stresses in the bubbler elliptic bottom near the nozzles. The stresses are defined for 

the shell elements top, bottom and middle surface. 

From the analysis of the heatexchanging pipes model are found the maximum forces resulting in the “serpentine” 

piping (32x3) and in the piping at the “in” and “out” nozzles (60x6). 

The steam collector pipes work as continuous beams. Their supports allow free temperature deformations. The 

maximum forces resulting in the steam collector pipes are defined from the analysis of the bubbler general model. 

The maximum forces in the bubbler supports are obtained from the analysis of the equipment general model. 

 Combinations DPTE2 are governing for the checks performed acccording to the defined criteria. All checks are 

sattisfied. 

The analysis in this study is considered valid for the analogical bubbler at another unit of the same facility. This 

evaluation is performed by engineering judgment. It is found that there are insignifficant differences between the bubblers in 

the two units, which are mainly in anchoring of equipment. As-built status of anchoring is identified during walkdown. 

Calculations are performed for the more unfavourable case. It is concluded that the results are applicabe for the two units. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 
 

Existing safety systems equipment in an operating 1000 MW facility is studied to account for the increased 

seismicity of the site (ZPA 0.2g) and local earthquakes. 

Seismic qualification of the bubbler is performed by analysis. Calculation results for the equipment are compared 

with criteria of ASME code in order to verify the seismic design. The analysis is level C for leak tightness and level D for 

mechanical resistance for equipment seismic category 1. 

The results show that the stress checks for the bubbler main elements comply with the criteria for equipment class 3 

according to ASME Section III, Div. 1 Subsection ND.  

The checks of the support structure are sattisfied. The requirements of ASME Section III, Div. 1 Subsection NF for 

equipment class 3 are met. The checks according to current Bulgarian code for design of reinforced concrete structures are 

covered. 

Since no insufficiencies are found, design modification is not recommended for enhancing equipment seismic 

performance. 

The bubbler is qualified according to ASME for the Review Level Eartquake, which is Safe Shutdown Earthquake.  

The seismic qualification is valid also for analogical equipment at another unit of the same NPP. 
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